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A Brief Introduction of the Moldovan Socio-economic Development1

Olivér Kovács

In November 2013, the Third Eastern Partnership Summit will be held in Vilnius, Lithuania. With the

Eastern partnership initiative, the European Union is to strengthen bilateral and multilateral

collaboration with the six Eastern European partners: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia,

Moldova and Ukraine, to trigger structural reforms in these countries by bridging the gap between

them and the EU.

If we take a mere glimpse into the development of real GDP growth path in various country groups, it

becomes obvious that the flame of the era of Great Moderation, coined by Stock – Watson (2003),

between 1992-2007 has seemingly gone out with the eruption of the 2008 financial and economic

turbulence. The Great Recession was in the cards (Coibon – Gorodnichenko, 2010).

With globalisation, economic processes all over the world have become asymmetrical

interdependent by leaving merely limited role of one national government to fend off the dramatic

consequences of the global crisis. A country’s recovery is getting more and more influenced by

growth prospects of another relevant country or a group of countries. It is also reflected in the

growth trajectory of Moldova.

Chart 1. Economic growth in selected group of countries (%)

Source:World Bank, National Accounts

1 This research was realized in the frames of TÁMOP 4.2.4. A/2-11-1-2012-0001 „National Excellence Program –
Elaborating and operating an inland student and researcher personal support system”. The project was
subsidized by the European Union and co-financed by the European Social Fund.
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There are at least six points to be reckoned with when it comes to judging the socio-economic

development of the Republic of Moldova. Let us note that the relationship with Transnistria (a

country, which is not widely recognised and legitimated) is not in our focus.

First, the takeoff started significantly later than in other Continental European countries (i.e.

protracted growth strengthening was an ubiquitous phenomena in CIS countries during the 1990s).

Second, up until the midst of the 2000s, Moldovan economy converged to the emerging markets and

developing economies (between 2000 and 2008, the average annual real GDP per capita growth rate

was 6 per cent), but after 2005, the growth prospect became much more gloomy.

Third, the 2008 financial and economic crisis, which infiltrated into the European continent, had

substantial repercussions in CIS countries as well being dependent on countries from where

remittances are coming back (Ghencea – Gudumac, 2004) and the main energy resources are

imported. In Moldova, on average, the recession was even deeper than in advanced economies, and

even in the world (GDP collapsed by 6%).

Chart 2. Evolution of selected macroeconomic indicators, 2010-2015

2010 2011 2012 2013* 2014* 2015*

Nominal GDP (USD mn) 5,813 7,003 7,589 8,216 8,969 9,776

Real GDP growth (%) 7.1 6.8 -0.8 3.0 4.0 5.0

Total investments (% of GDP) 23.52 24.49 24.72 25.49 25.91 26.12

Gross national savings (% of GDP) 15.21 13.88 14.98 15.57 16.71 17.80

Budget balance / GDP (%) -2.5 -2.4 -2.1 -2.0 -1.5 -1.2

Public debt / GDP (%) 23.2 21.7 24.3 24.6 24.4 23.5

Export growth (% change) 13.7 27.4 2.3 2.8 4.8 5.2

Import growth (% change) 14.3 19.7 2.5 3.2 4.5 6.1

Current account balance / GDP (%) -7.7 -11.3 -7.0 -7.4 -7.9 -8.9

Remittances (% change, USD) 12.6 18.2 10.8 7.0 4.0 4.0

Gross foreign debt / GDP (%) 82.3 77.6 84.5 83.3 81.9 81.7

CPI inflation (%, annual average) 7.4 7.6 4.6 4.9 5.0 4.8

Unemployment rate (%) 7.4 6.7 6.6 6.4 6.0 5.5

Note: data with asterisks are projections.
Source:Moldovan authorities, World Bank, IMF (2013).

As always, reasons behind the slippage of 2006-2009 are to be found partly in the previous

prosperity. The relatively surpassing growth rate of the early 2000s was mainly nourished by the

internal consumption whose ammunition stemmed from the enormous amount of remittances from

abroad. As a corollary, with the economic crisis, the internal consumption declined by more than 8

per cent (UNDP, 2009) when the European Union was also severely hit lowering the amount of

remittances (e.g. remittances account to one-third of the Moldovan 4 billion GDP and its annual
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amount decreased by 34% in the first half of 2009). Additionally, the pre-crisis development of the

Moldovan economy was also suffering from the FDI exposure (from 2008 to 2009, the inflow FDI fell

by more than 83%, see: EBRD, 2010). While FDI as a percentage of grossed fixed capital formation

was 30.9 in 2005-2007, its rate diminished substantially to 9.5 by 2012.

Fourth, although mainly expenditure-based fiscal adjustment was implemented to meet deficit and

debt targets being accompanied with structural reforms to boost export, the regenerating growth

performance of 2010-2011 was disposed into the air as the European economic potential weakened

further. It has at least one implication for economics: expenditure based fiscal adjustment may not

have negative effect on real GDP growth, but the sustainability of the achievement relies heavily on

whether the consolidation is constructed along a strategy (i.e. focusing on specific fields like

innovation and R&D that potentially will have long-lived positive impetus on the economic

performance) or the consolidation is just imagined as a mechanistic stabilisation of deficit and debt

targets through reducing various expenditures like wages, salaries etc.

Fifth, during an economic turmoil, fiscal consolidation should be considered not only as a short-term

economic policy engineering mechanism to cool down the fiscal challenges mechanistically, rather a

developing function should be carefully integrated into that which considers longer term strategic

vision (inclusive growth, innovation-based knowledge economy etc.).

And last but not least, beyond this fact, the volatility-prone Moldovan growth path conveys us the

message that the socio-economic learning, the institutional quality and the growth context of the

country still has a lot room for improvement. Its exposure to the economic situation that of its

regional trading partners (including the European Union) with regard to remittances, capital inflows

and exports can be considered as one of the highest ones among CIS countries.

Since socio-economic learning is one of the most fundamental prerequisites of development that can

be manifested in comprehensive and visionary strategies and action plans, all time governments

should envision that the exposure of Moldova to the economic situation that of its regional trading

partners (including the European Union) with regard to remittances, capital inflows and exports

should be addressed in a more dedicated way.
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